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Technical accomplishments aside, the true significance of the

reactor on board India’s first Indian nuclear submarine

achieving criticality is strategic. INS Arihant marks the first

step towards completing the third component of the triad of

air, mobile land-based and sea-based deterrent forces

envisaged in India’s nuclear doctrine. The advantage of

nuclear submarines over conventional ones is their ability to

remain under water for long without refueling, and thus to

travel long distances. It will, however, be a long haul from

here on towards making this sea-based naval nuclear asset

fully operational. Having validated the performance of the

primary power pack, it has to be proven that the propulsion

system can indeed be driven by nuclear power.



The subsequent sea trials, which would involve complex

speed, pitch and rolling maneuvers, will test the ability of the

reactor to withstand high acceleration loads and the fast

response needed for rapid power ramp-up. These issues have

posed serious nuclear fuel, material and engineering

challenges, not hitherto encountered in land-based reactor

systems. The Department of Atomic Energy and the Defense

Research and Development Organization deserve credit for

successfully overcoming these. The full fleet, according to

reports, will include seven such boats over a decade. This

calls for enhanced submarine building and reactor fabrication

capacity. Most important perhaps would be preparing the

operating personnel psychologically for long endurance inside

an underwater cocoon.



Considering that most submarine accidents have involved

nuclear submarines — most of them Russian — safety

assumes great importance. Especially since there seems to

have been substantial Russian assistance in the design of

both the boat as well as the power pack. From a safety

perspective, there is a larger issue that needs to be

addressed. The entire strategic sector has remained out of

purview of the Atomic Energy Regulatory Board and the

safety overview system in place for strategic nuclear systems

has never been discussed in public. The issue obviously gets

more complicated for sea-based nuclear assets.



Moreover, the DRDO and the Indian Navy, under whom the

nuclear submarines will operate, have limited expertise in

nuclear-related matters. In terms of technology, India has

now clearly demonstrated that it has the requisite expertise to

launch a parallel stream of enriched-uranium based

Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs). The land-based prototype

80 MW PWR reactor at Kalpakkam is expected to serve as a

platform for the proposed chain of 900 MWe PWR power

reactors in the country, whose design is stated to have been

completed. But that would call for a substantial increase in

uranium enrichment capacity as well.



Q.1

How are nuclear submarines different from their

counterparts?

(1) Its speed is much faster and reaches its destination in no

time.

(2) They can cover longer distances as they require to be

refueled after a long time.

(3) Its capacity to locate objects is tremendous and therefore

is much safe to be used.

(4) It uses advance technology hence is easy to operate.

(5) Not mentioned in the passage



Q.2

Which of the following is the biggest challenge posed for

humans as far as operation of nuclear submarine is

concerned?

(1) They need to arrange for fuel in large quantity for making

the submarine operational.

(2) Very few people can accommodate in the submarine so its

capacity is limited.

(3) Its parts are delicate and may not function properly if

used continuously without proper maintenance.

(4) They need to train themselves to be able to live for many

days underwater in the submarine.

(5) They have already overcome all the related challenges.



Q.3

Which of the following is FALSE in the context of the

passage?

(1) The full fleet would include eight nuclear submarines and

this target would be achieved in a decade.

(2) The design of 900 MWe PWR power reactor is yet to be

completed.

(3) Safety overview system for strategic nuclear systems was

made public long ago.

(4) Submarine accidents never involved nuclear submarines.

(5) All of the above



Q.4

Which of the following is not responsible for the operation of

nuclear submarines?

(A) DRDO (B) Indian Army

(C) Defense ministry (D) Indian Navy

(1) Only A and C

(2) Only A and D

(3) Only B and C

(4) Only C and D

(5) All of the above



Q.5

Why is safety such a big issue related to Russian

submarines, as mentioned in the passage?

(1) There is no assistance available from Russians for the

design of the boat and for the power pack.

(2) Russian submarines remain at the target of other

countries.

(3) Its complex design is difficult to understand and Indian

engineers find it difficult to ensure its maintenance.

(4) It may go out of control in case of any attack as it moves

at a fast pace.

(5) All the safety issues have been resolved by Indian Navy



Q.6

What does the sea trial of nuclear submarine, aim to

test?

(1) The capacity to function without fuel availability

(2) The expected response for quick power ramp-up

(3) The ability of the reactor to bear high acceleration

loads

(4) Only 1 and 3

(5) Only 2 and 3



Q.7

Choose the word most SIMILAR in meaning to the word

printed in bold, as used in the passage.

Cocoon

(1) Cushion

(2) Nuclear submarine

(3) Insulate

(4) Nuclear reactor

(5) Defense



Q.8

Choose the word most SIMILAR in meaning to the word

printed in bold, as used in the passage.

Call for

(1) Vindicate

(2) Prefers

(3) Have

(4) Undermine

(5) Demand



Q.9

Choose the word which is most nearly the OPPOSITE in

meaning as the word printed in bold as used in the

passage.

Addressed

(1) Neglected

(2) Dispatched

(3) Transferred

(4) Confronted

(5) Hailed



Q.10

Choose the word which is most nearly the OPPOSITE in

meaning as the word printed in bold as used in the

passage.

Validated

(1) Legalized

(2) Constituted

(3) Contradicted

(4) Authorized

(5) Allowed



Cloze test



Every market activity is an Assurance

(1) in time, energy and money. Few

companies would spend a large sum of

money on, say, a purchase of capital

equipment without a full knowledge(2)

into why it is needed, the choices

available, and the expected return on

what has been spent. Yet every year the

vast majority of companies invest a large

amount of money in aligning(3) actions

without knowing what their financial

worth to the company or likely return will

be.

1.

(1) Inclusion

(2) Advertisement

(3) Investment

(4) act

(5) NCR



Every market activity is an Assurance

(1) in time, energy and money. Few

companies would spend a large sum of

money on, say, a purchase of capital

equipment without a full knowledge(2)

into why it is needed, the choices

available, and the expected return on

what has been spent. Yet every year the

vast majority of companies invest a large

amount of money in aligning(3) actions

without knowing what their financial

worth to the company or likely return will

be.

2.

(1) Description

(2) investigation

(3) Result

(4) Approval

(5) NCR



Every market activity is an Assurance

(1) in time, energy and money. Few

companies would spend a large sum of

money on, say, a purchase of capital

equipment without a full knowledge(2)

into why it is needed, the choices

available, and the expected return on

what has been spent. Yet every year the

vast majority of companies invest a large

amount of money in aligning(3) actions

without knowing what their financial

worth to the company or likely return will

be.

3.

(1) operation

(2) finance

(3) marketing

(4) planning

(5) NCR



Many managers deny(4) that the

costs of marketing form an

additional(5) expense that have to

be accepted in order to sell their

goods. While it is true that many

companies use certain tools of

marketing for this purpose, it is

also true that the most successful

companies accept marketing as an

essential part of the company’s

total commercial operation.

4.

(1) believe

(2) overlook

(3) ignore

(4) exclude

(5) NCR



Many managers deny(4) that the

costs of marketing form an

additional(5) expense that have to

be accepted in order to sell their

goods. While it is true that many

companies use certain tools of

marketing for this purpose, it is

also true that the most successful

companies accept marketing as an

essential part of the company’s total

commercial operation.

5.

(1) operational

(2) assiduous

(3) immoral

(4) exclusive

(5) NCR



Managers commonly consider that their time

is too expensive(6) to spend on anything

other than urgent operational problems. In

fact, the manager who loiter(7) his time on

dealing with current administrative detail is

almost certain to have forcasted(8) proper

planning in the past. For, if properly

prepared, the marketing plan will contain

little(9) details of the company’s policy and

operational strategy for the work to be done

by an assistant. As the many alternative

courses of action are programmed, the

assistant takes any actions or decisions

which are informational(10).

6.

(1) minor

(2) prudent

(3) special

(4) valuable

(5) NCR



Managers commonly consider that their time

is too expensive(6) to spend on anything

other than urgent operational problems. In

fact, the manager who loiter(7) his time on

dealing with current administrative detail is

almost certain to have forcasted(8) proper

planning in the past. For, if properly

prepared, the marketing plan will contain

little(9) details of the company’s policy and

operational strategy for the work to be done

by an assistant. As the many alternative

courses of action are programmed, the

assistant takes any actions or decisions

which are informational(10).

7.

(1) Wasted

(2) Spent

(3) Spends

(4) Utilized

(5) NCR



Managers commonly consider that their time

is too expensive(6) to spend on anything

other than urgent operational problems. In

fact, the manager who loiter(7) his time on

dealing with current administrative detail is

almost certain to have forcasted(8) proper

planning in the past. For, if properly

prepared, the marketing plan will contain

little(9) details of the company’s policy and

operational strategy for the work to be done

by an assistant. As the many alternative

courses of action are programmed, the

assistant takes any actions or decisions

which are informational(10).

8.

(1) ignored

(2) Initiated

(3) Manifested

(4) Avoid

(5) NCR



Managers commonly consider that their time

is too expensive(6) to spend on anything

other than urgent operational problems. In

fact, the manager who loiter(7) his time on

dealing with current administrative detail is

almost certain to have forcasted(8) proper

planning in the past. For, if properly

prepared, the marketing plan will contain

little(9) details of the company’s policy and

operational strategy for the work to be done

by an assistant. As the many alternative

courses of action are programmed, the

assistant takes any actions or decisions

which are informational(10).

9.

(1) only

(2) sufficient

(3) complex

(4) transparent

(5) NCR



Managers commonly consider that their time

is too expensive(6) to spend on anything

other than urgent operational problems. In

fact, the manager who loiter(7) his time on

dealing with current administrative detail is

almost certain to have forcasted(8) proper

planning in the past. For, if properly

prepared, the marketing plan will contain

little(9) details of the company’s policy and

operational strategy for the work to be done

by an assistant. As the many alternative

courses of action are programmed, the

assistant takes any actions or decisions

which are informational(10).

10.

(1) biased

(2) random

(3) appropriate

(4) legal

(5) NCR




